C. Everett Koop addresses U.S. health care crisis in Memorial Auditorium

by Cliff Annicelli

Former U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop kicked off the inaugural event of Montclair State's new Nicholas Martin Center for Public Policy on Wednesday night with an address on the state of the nation's health care system.

Koop, who served as surgeon general from 1981 to 1989, titled his speech "Warning: The American Health Care System Could Be Dangerous to Your Health!" but soon dove headlong into outlining his ideas for solving America's "health care crisis".

"There is no panacea, no single magic bullet to solve this crisis but at least the health care issue has reached the public agenda," Koop said.

The problem, said Koop, has in large part been a result of the public's unreasonably high demands on the medical system for immediate access to care, ultra high-tech facilities and low cost.

We expect miracles to happen even when the medical profession can't meet them," he said.

The rest of the problem has to do with runaway insurance costs Koop said.

"You don't have to be a prophet to figure out that our insurance coverage is a national disgrace," Koop said.

The insurance coverage problem has to do with disparities in the quality of care Americans receive.

According to Koop, the 160 million Americans who are insured through their employers or who purchase their own private insurance receive the best quality of care.

The best insured receive the best care but are also held hostage by those insurance companies or to their jobs in fear of losing it," Koop said.

Many though, are left without any medical insurance at all. Thirty-five million people, or 12 percent of the population, are either too old or too poor for private insurance and do not qualify for government programs like Medicaid or Medicare. Many of the "working poor" earn too little to live off of but too much to qualify for Medicaid Koop said.

"These people with no insurance are three times as likely to die in the hospital as those who are privately insured," Koop said.

Koop feels that government mandates are necessary to force companies to insure the "uninsurable".

All of these insurance problems have lead to skyrocketing health care costs, and there are problems within the medical profession as well. Pressure to compete with other hospitals for state-of-the-art equipment and services, physician and health-care worker wages, drug prices, throw-away medical equipment mandates are necessary to compete with other hospitals for state-of-the-art equipment and services, physician and health-care worker wages, drug prices, throw-away medical equipment.

Greek Council nominates Director

by Christopher Maigne

After a week of debate, a new Director of Greek Life was nominated last Tuesday by the Greek Council.

Susan Herbst, vice president of the Greek Council and SGA legislator, said that Joan Petrocelli was nominated unanimously by the Council, and that if voted in by the SGA, will serve a direct liaison between the Council and the SGA.

"The debate ended last week," said Herbst, "and that if the person could not fulfill the responsibilities, someone else could be sworn in as a replacement. Petrocelli, a member of the Sigma Delta Phi sorority, could not be reached for comment. Petrocelli has served in the SGA previously as a legislator the last fall and as a cabinet member in charge of publicity last semester. She requested to be nominated for the director's position last summer.
Players will be holding auditions for their Comedy Improv Show on Thursday, Sept. 24, 1992 in Kops Lounge in Russ Hall. The meeting is expected to run from 12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. All are welcome to attend.

There will be a mandatory meeting for all interested contestants of the Homecoming King and Queen contest. The meeting will be held on Monday, September 28, 1992, in room 417 of the Student Center at 5:00 p.m. Deadline for audits for May date is Friday, Sept. 25, 1992.

Dr. Barry Cohen, vice president of finance, announced last Tuesday that the Rat will reopen no later than November 1, 1992.

The focus of these sessions is how to bring alcohol back to the Rat.

Mostly sunny slight chance of storm
low 61
high 81

Parly cloudy possible
low 61
high 81

Showers and storms probably late
low 62
high 78

Maybe showers
low 52
high 68

Mostly sunny
low 42
high 62

INTERNATIONAL

Syria's chief negotiator at the Middle East Peace Talks said Israel's complete withdrawal from the Golan Heights, an area seized by Israel from Syria in the 1967 Middle East War, was the only acceptable offer. Israel gave Syria a document that referred to the Golan Heights but did not even mention partial withdrawal. Syria said that is definitely not acceptable.

Several of the islands of the Maldives chain in the Indian Ocean had to be evacuated. These smaller islands were sinking in the rising ocean. Storms could have easily risen the tide high enough to wipe out anything on the islands.

The United Nations Security Council voted 12-0 to approve 5300 new United Nations troops to go to Bosnia-Herzegovina. The troops would be expected to protect humanitarian convoys into the region and to watch the safety of Muslims and Croats recently released from Serbian detention camps.

Lima, the capital of Peru, braced for revenge attacks by the Revolutionary Shining Path after the arrest of its leader Abimael Guzman. Peru's president, Albert Fujimori, said that they would possibly press for Guzman's execution despite a ban on capital punishment.

Germany cut the interest rates for the first time in five years. The Dow Jones and the dollar rallied in response to the move.

NATIONAL

George Bush said environmental laws should be changed to "Make people more important than owls," while campaigning in Washington State. Bush voted not to sign an extension of the Endangered Species Act unless it gave priority to economics and timber harvesting.

Bush has reversed his support for one billion dollars in farm subsidies, as well as called for complete coverage of the cost of Hurricane Andrew, authorized the sale of nearly 100 military planes to Saudi Arabia, and angered China with the reversal of his opposition to a ten-year plan for selling 150 F- 16s to Taiwan. A statement from the Chinese said, "The Chinese side is shocked and outraged by this decision."

Bush also made a statement regarding his tax policy. "We do not need to raise taxes in this country. I found out the hard way: I went along with one Democratic tax increase and I'm not going to do it again. Ever. Ever." Martin Fitzwater, a presidential spokesman, said this "Wasn't a pledge."

As of Tuesday, 19 members have been voted out of the House of Representatives, a new record.

Alaska has been hit with record September snowfalls. Temperatures dipped below the freezing mark over most of the state despite most areas having average temperatures that should be in the mid to upper 50s.

Corrections

Due to oversights, there were several mistakes in the September 11, edition of The Montclarion. In the article on Sigma Sigma Sigma on page 9, panhellenic was misspelled, giving it a different meaning.

Nicolle Pisano was not listed in the masthead as the Arts Editor, Joe Seroka was.

The Montclarion apologizes for any confusion this may have caused.
KOOP, from page 1

KOOP outlined four possible means of helping to alleviate the situation.

1. Increase self-regulation within the medical community to decrease "over treatment".
2. Prohibit exclusions on insurance previously provided less. The situation is unacceptable. The medical community is nearly impoverished by the medical system every year," Koop said.

And the winner is... That phrase is uttered once every year at the Homecoming Football game. It announces to everyone present who the King and Queen are going to be out of the 10 anxious finalists. This year's Homecoming King and Queen will be decided on Saturday, October 17, 1992.

King and Queen competition is fervently anticipated by many people. By far the fraternities and sororities at MSC are the biggest supporters. The competition opens to any one and is a great opportunity to meet new people.

Rules for applying for Homecoming King or Queen

♦Applicants for Homecoming King must be males.
♦Applicants for Homecoming Queen must be females.
♦Applicants must have a GPA of at least 2.5, and have at least 48 academic credits.
♦Applicants must have credits from SGA, CLUB, dorm floors, or other college organization) or obtain 50 signatures of currently registered MSC students.

Each organization may nominate only one person for King and one person for Queen.

♦Applicants must be members of their nominating organizations.
♦Applicants must submit a photograph with their application.

Applications are due in the CLUB office no later than 12 p.m. on Friday, October 2, 1992.

The Martini Center's next guest lecturer will be Nadine Strossen of the American Civil Liberties Union.

SPECTACULAR OPPORTUNITY IMMEDIATELY!!

If you are energetic, organized, and thrive in a fast-paced environment, come join our team in our NJ stores!

Qualified candidates should possess strong communication skills, light typing skills, and an excellent phone manner.

Call 201-785-1173 ask for Ron Townsend

America's Largest Sofabed Specialist.
Class One Concerts
in association with
Rock the Vote
presents
Whatever Festival '92
featuring
The Spin Doctors
the Wallflowers
MAINLINE
Planet Dread
festivities begin at noon
Register to vote! Check out the Political Awareness Activities!
Learn more about the candidates and issues!
Food and Beverages on sale!
ADMISSION IS FREE
In The Montclair State Outdoor Amphitheater
THIS SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
12 NOON
Class One Concerts is a Class One Organization of the SGA
Whatever your political orientation, whatever your ethnic or religious background- You’ve got to vote on Nov. 3! Dig? What didn’t you understand? Vote November 3! Vote for whatever candidate that floats boat or vote for whatever candidate that disgusts you least. Whatever happened to Democracy? Only forty percent of America voted in the last Presidential election. That’s fucked up. Whatever happened to civic duty? So many people in our country fought and gave their lives for the right to vote! Some apathetic bastard told me he wasn’t going to vote because politicians are liars and both candidates suck, so I said, "Whatever! " I asked him if he paid taxes. Do you care what happens to that money? Do you want a job once you graduate? Do you care if your sister or daughter or girlfriend has the right to choose what to do with her body? Do you want to get drafted and go fight a war for the political whim and personal finances for that president? Whatever pathetic excuse you have against voting, your wrong. Don’t let yourself be dead wrong. Try to slow the berzerk white trash momentum of the bombs and Jesus freaks. Please come party with the Spin Doctors, The wall Flowers, Mainline Planet Tread. Make sure your registered to vote. Be kind to your brothers and sisters and think about ensuring a tomorrow for the children we will be bringing into the world!
ROCK THE VOTE!
REAL WORLD EDUCATION

OPEN MEMBERSHIP INVITATION

Business and economics majors, you're invited to visit Alpha Kappa Psi, the professional business fraternity for men and women that provides social support, education from experienced pros, and much more. Ask an AKPsi about the benefits of membership.

Rush table Srs. 8-18 in Student Center Lobby

The Global Education Center
Office of the President, Montclair State

The Department of Economics and Finance
School of Business, Montclair State

Present:

Mussadegh, the Politics of Oil
And American Foreign Policy

An International Conference with Panel Presentations by:

Fakhreddin Azimi
University of Connecticut
"Mussadegh & the Oil Nationalization Movement"

Mark Gaslofowski
Louisiana State University
"The U.S. Role in the Overthrow of Mussadegh"

Homa Katouzian
University of Kent at Canterbury
"The Oil Dispute & the Iranian Economy"

Ervand Abrahamian
Baruch College
"Moderator"

Keynote Address by:
Eric Hooglund, Editor
Middle East Journal
"The Impact of the 1953 Coup on U.S. Foreign Policy Towards Iran & the Region"

Registration in Russ Hall
Economics & Finance Dept., Room 206
Registration Deadline: October 15, 1992

Friday, October 30, 1992
Kops Lounge, Russ Hall
6:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Conference and Luncheon Fee:
$10.00, with Valid Montclair State I.D.
Payment to Montclair State
ATTENTION SKIERS

MSC SKI TEAM/CLUB MEETING
ALL SKIERS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING OF THE MSC SKI TEAM/CLUB

MEMBERS RECEIVE/ETC:
- REDUCED RATE LIFT TICKETS
- TRAVEL TO REGIONAL AND NATIONAL RACES
- MEET NEW FRIENDS
- RECREATIONAL SKIING AND TRIPS
- RACE CAMP

MEETINGS TUESDAYS AT 9:00 pm in the Student Center annex Room 126 (registration room)

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 893-7073

FIRST MEETING THIS YEAR SEPT. 22 - EVERYONE INVITED

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
ART, DRAFTING, DESIGN
STUDENT BRING YOUR BACK TO SCHOOL LIST TO US

STUDENT DISCOUNT with school ID.

open 7 days a week

Rockaway Mall
Rockaway
(201) 366-8336

Willowbrook Mall
Wayne
(201) 890-0303

The Syndicate...
Some of the organizations attending the show will be Amnesty International; Choose or Lose; N.O.W.; the Clinton-Gore and Bush-Quayle campaigns; the Conservation Club; and Project Campus Community, the organization pushing for alcohol rights on the MSC campus.

Delta Chi recognized as outstanding by Karen Lee Stradford

Delta Chi attended its 48th International Convention last month in Irvine, California and received three awards. The convention included all national chapters.

Three delegates from MSC, Father Art, Tom Franz and Leon Kowalski, attended the convention. First, the chapter was presented an award for outstanding campus leadership. The second award was presented for outstanding intramural programs which recognized the Greek Week champions for three years in a row. The third award was presented to Father Art for meritorious service to the chapter as an advisor.

Class One Concerts rocks the vote by Greg Mac Sweeney

Call your local preacher and tell him to ring up the substitute altar boy. Have your folks tape the Spin Doctors and Ren & Stimpy for you. This Sunday is a day, not of rest, but of rock as Class One Concerts, in association with MTV's Choose or Lose and Rock the Vote, presents The Whatever Festival.

The Whatever Festival consists of an interesting mix of music and politics crammed into the campus Amphitheatre. The shows start at noon and feature artists including the Spin Doctors, Wall Flower, Mainline and Planet Dread.

Oh, by the way, try to look your best because ABC Television is going to be there recording the show for their concert series, In Concert.

Rock the Vote was founded in 1980 when musicians realized that their listening audience was not involved and not participating in politics. A recent survey stated that people between the ages of 18-24 are the least likely to vote. That is where Rock the Vote gets involved.

The independent, non-profit organization is not backed by either of the two major political parties. It also helps promote concerts in the hope that they will be able to register more voters and get more young people interested in politics.

Class One Concerts, the organization whose mission is to bring live acts to the campus community for the diversion and entertainment of the student body, is the chief sponsor of all of the concerts featured at MSC. Funded by the Student Government Association, C1C not only attracts national acts, but its members act as roadies, helping with the stagework, lighting and sound.

What do you think of the new food service?

I think that the food prices are out of control. They are extremely high for a quality of food that is not that much better than Wood's Food Service. The only thing that is better is the management of Aldan Food Services. They are willing to work with the students and have made themselves more available to talk to students about the opinions.

Suzie Herbst
Senior, English

Overall, the appearance of the food is better, but the quality still leaves a lot to be desired. They should stop trying to invent new dishes and have normal food. Then, it might be better.

Shannon McGayhey
Senior, Psychology

Fortunately, I eat at Clove, so I really haven't checked out the food service yet. I know my friends think it tastes the same as it always did, but it's just more expensive.

Pam Swenson
Senior, Marketing

CAMPUS: The Community Speaks
There's an empty hollow feeling in the pit of your body; growing, swirling, whirling in a frenzy of nausea. Your sweaty palms clutch your stomach tightly, as tiny beads of salty water tumble down your forehead. Whimpering uncontrollably now, a frothy white mass of foam begins to build in your mouth. Drool-o-rama. Your twitching body finally becomes an exploding zit, vomiting pus and technicolor liquid across the stratosphere and beyond...

What could possibly be going on? What sicko, twisted situation could possibly render a humanoid so completely helpless? Some terrible disease that afflicts the unwary? Some horrendous torture measure devised to break the unwary? Some evil bedtrot into the parallel universe created to wipe out the entire human race!?!

No. No, my fellow urchins, you have a totally cool MIXER!!

Among the drawn faces and contorted bodies that wait patiently for grub in the cafeteria, there has been a significant outbreak of famine and general wiggling out. The food lines have stretched so far, in fact, that President Reid has considered filing for federal disaster relief. An airlift of sorts could be initiated, where various campus organizations could collect non-perishable food items for the poor starving people in the cafeteria. You know, those dreaded cans of cauliflower and green beans that would make even an Ethiopian gag. The flyers might read as follows:

DELTA DELTA DELTA!!!

Like WOW! Oh ma God! DDD is having a totally cool(kul) food drive for the starving people of Montclair! Bring your yummy happy canned goods to the student center and afterwards... We'll like have a totally cool MIXER!!!

DELTA DELTA DELTA!!!

We're here to HELP YA HELP YA HELP YA. Or something along those lines...

The capitalist opportunities are endless. Perhaps if we could get Channel 2 News here, with Dan (T'd) Rather (not) reporting, wearing a ISURVIVEDTHEGREAT MSC FAMINE OF '92- and all I got was this lousy T-Shirt, the national coverage would create a great surge in funding. "Hello this is Dan Rather reporting. I'm standing here in lovely and affluent Montclair, where there seems to be an acute shortage of cheap bagels and pizza where there was once an abundance. Frankly, I haven't seen anything this bad since Dade County, Florida, several weeks ago..... Let's talk a moment with this Joe average student to find out what really happened?" "Huh?"

"Sir, can you relate to our television audience what has happened in the Student Center Cafeteria over the past two weeks?"

"I don't know man, but this school SUCKS!! Do you know what I paid for lunch? DO YOU KNOW WHAT I PAID FOR MY R-ING LUNCH? $86!! R-ING $86!!"

"Yes siree, this is Dan Rather, coming to you live from MSC..."

Economics is a funny thing really. People think nothing of dropping three bucks for a pack of smokes but they completely flip their wigs if they have to drop a dime for the privilege of sneaking an unauthorized empty cup from the check out girl. In all reality things could be so much worse.

There was serious consideration in employing the services of the Joe Bacagaloop Fine Dining Service of Walla Walla Washington. The food was a considerable amount cheaper, granted, but the quality was, shall we say, less than perfect...

Seems Joe Bacagaloop was indicted in the early 1970's for using more than the recommended amount of ferret, feline and both organic and inorganic substances in the highly popular hamburger meat. Sure they were full of savory exotic juices and flavor, but once the scam was exposed, quite a number of students went on month long barfing sprees. Not to mention the ensuing emotional stress of mourning kitty without the luxury of a undegusted corpse.

So I suppose we should be thanking our lucky stars that Aisdan has graciously come to our campus so we may fill out tummies with their glorious food when the pangs of hunger become too much to bear. Eat well and keep a toilet open for me.

---

You can load your shelves with these,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apple Macintosh PowerBook 145/440</th>
<th>Apple Macintosh Classic II</th>
<th>Apple Macintosh LC II</th>
<th>Apple Macintosh IIe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As low as $1704</td>
<td>As low as $917</td>
<td>As low as $1480</td>
<td>As low as $2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Get a great value on your choice of these Apple* Macintosh computers which include over $600 worth of preloaded software: The American Heritage Dictionary with Roget's Thesaurus, the Random House Encyclopedia, Correct Grammar, ResumeWriter and Calendar Creator.

For further information visit The College Store

The Macintosh Student Aid Package.

© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc., Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. PowerBook is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. The Random House Encyclopedia is a trademark of Random House, Inc., American Heritage Dictionary, Correct Grammar, and ResumeWriter are registered trademarks of DIN Inc. Correct Grammar, ResumeWriter and Calendar Creator are trademarks of Power Up Software Corporation. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. All product names are the trademarks of their respective owners. Offer good on the Macintosh PowerBook, 145/440 configuration only.
WORLDCLASS D.J.s SPIN THE SMART MIX FOR PEOPLE ON A HEALTHY AURAL DIET. HERE'S A SAMPLE . . .

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS • CURE • JAMES BEASTIE BOYS • PEARL JAM • T99 • SOUP DRAGONS • BLACK SHEEP • BLUR • EPMD • JANE'S ADDICTION • THE SHAMEN • J&M CHAIN • VIOLENT FEMMES • L7 • SONIC YOUTH • SMASHING PUMPKINS • A TRIBE CALLED QUEST • LORDS OF ACID • KC & THE SUNSHINE BAND • THE STRANGLERS • 25TH OF MAY • DEE-LITE • APOTHEOSIS • SISTERS OF MERCY • MUDHONEY • PUBLIC ENEMY • BARRY WHITE • RIDE • MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL CULT • FRONT 242 • REM • U2 • JAM • CLASH • NEDS • ATOMIC DUST BIN • STEREO M.C.'S • ETC . . .

THE LOOP IS SWIRL ON THURSDAYS
M.S.C. STUDENTS FREE ADM. .75¢ DRAFT

WRECKING BALL WEDS.
GIRLS ADMISSION FREE
$1.00 DRAFT • $2.00 SOL

SOUND CONDITIONED
MUST BE 21 YRS.
DANCING WED-SAT.
NO BONEHEADS!

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
FREE ADMISSION
BEFORE 10:30 p.m.
$1.00 DRAFT until 11:00

DIRECTIONS: JUST 10 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. TAKE RT. 3 EAST TO PASSAIC AVE. EXIT. GO RIGHT OFF RAMP. GO TO THIRD TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE LEFT ONTO VAN HOUTEN AVE. GO TO FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE RIGHT ONTO B'WAY. LOOP IS ONE BLOCK ON RIGHT SIDE.

373 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, N.J. 365-0807
Henry Jaglom's film, *Eating, A Very Serious Comedy About Women and Food*, will be playing on Thursday September 24, at the Student Center on the fourth floor at 8:30 p.m. The event is free and will be sponsored by the MSC women's center, office of student activities and American Anorexia/Bulimia Association.

The American Indian Dance Theatre, comprising the first American Indian dancers, singers and musicians to celebrate their culture in a theatrical environment will perform at MSC on Sunday, Sept 27 in the Memorial Auditorium at 3 p.m. Individual tickets are $20; group rates and special rates for senior citizens are also available. For more information call the MSC box office at (201) 893-5112 or fax orders to (201) 893-5279.

WMSC-FM 101.5 Needs a New Logo!

If Your Design is Chosen, You'll Win $25 and a T-Shirt with Your Design on it.

The logo must be 1 color only and must be submitted to WMSC Room 110 in the Student Center Annex by Friday September 25th.

For Info call 893-4257 or 893-5430.

## PUT THE MAGIC OF THE DISNEY EXPERIENCE TO WORK FOR YOU

- Over 24 hrs. of formal classes
- A choice of working in retailing, attractions, hotels, food services or other WDW cast positions
- Living with over 1,000 students from all over the world
- Low cost housing
- Earn college credits
- The excitement and fun of Central Florida during your leisure time

For More Information Contact:
Dr. Jack Samuels 893-7073
Or
Cooperative Education 893-4426

Cooperative Education – The Competitive Edge!

**Four Good Reasons Why You Should Go**

1. Disney is one of America's Top Corporations frequently cited in many business publications for excellence!
2. A good work reference from Disney can greatly improve your chances for employment with any company upon graduation from MSC!
3. There are abundant employment opportunities with the Disney Company and in Central Florida upon graduation from MSC!
4. Over 200 MSC/Disney Alumni know the above is true!
Letters Policy

The Montclarion encourages the campus community to write-in and express their views on relevant topics.

Simply drop your letter off at our office, or mail to:

The Montclarion
113 Student Center Annex
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Letters Must include your Name, Major and Telephone Number (for confirmation purposes only) if they are to be published.

The deadline for letters is the Monday before publication. Letters may be edited for taste and/or brevity.

The author of the letter, not The Montclarion, are responsible for the opinions expressed therein.

Subscription & Advertising Information

Subscriptions to The Montclarion are available to Alumni, families of students, faculty or anyone interested in receiving one. A minimum suggested donation of $12.00 per semester is requested to help defray production and shipping costs of The Montclarion.

The local display advertising rates for the 1992-1993 academic year are as follows:

- 1/8 page - $60.00
- 1/2 page - $220.00
- Full page - $380.00

Call Advertising Manager Connie Cole for a full listing of discount packages.

Mail any subscription requests or advertising insertions to:

The Montclarion's Business Office
113 Student Center Annex
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

The Montclarion is published weekly, except during examination, summer and winter sessions. It is funded, in part, by funds received from the Student Government Association, Inc. of Montclair State. Advertising rates are available upon request. In Room 113 of the Student Center Annex, or by calling the business department at (201) 893-5237. The views expressed in the editorial pages, with the exception of the main editorial, do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Montclarion.

Vote, Damnit!

Every four years, before the presidential election, is when all of the voter registration drives are all over the television, the radio, on campuses, or wherever. Here at MSC, the Bush-Quayle and Clinton-Gore student campaign groups as well as Latin American Student Organization have been diligently fueling a fierce voter registration campaign. Even this Sunday, Class One Concerts, in association with MTV’s “Rock The Vote”, is presenting the Whatever Festival at the campus Amphitheater to increase voter awareness.

Yet it seems year after year, eligible voters aged 18 to 24 act dismally with the lowest voter turnout amongst all other age groups. And to think that many of us are college students, the supposed pupils of higher learning and advanced thought. Let’s face it, our generation is a sad bunch of people.

There’s zillions of reasons why we MSC students should vote. One of which is that hundreds of thousands of brave servicemen died in several wars throughout America’s history to ensure our right as citizens to choose our political officials.

That, compounded with the fact that literally billions of foreigners envy our nation, because we can actually select our leaders. At the same time, many of them live under the horrors of brute military and authoritarian regimes. This alone should be quite enough to convince any American to vote.

Sure, some of the people we elect are crooked and dishonest, but to argue that you’re not voting because of corruption or of lack of faith in the system is self-defeating. Apathy only convinces any American to vote.

We’ve given you plenty of reasons to vote in November. We simply have too much at stake to abstain from probably the most important presidential election in recent times. Here’s another reason why we students should vote in much larger numbers: if we don’t, we’re allowing our elders to decide the destiny of our future. This goes to the heart of what’s wrong with student apathy, we should care more about government policies and become more involved in politics. Don’t you think we should have more of a say regarding the political path this country takes? After all, it will be us that will have to deal with the consequences of this election long after older generations are gone.

We’ve given you plenty of reasons to vote in November. We simply have too much at stake to abstain from probably the most important presidential election in recent times. However, if you have stupidly and stubbornly decided that you not going to the polls this fall, then we give up. You’re hopeless.

"You don't have to be a prophet to figure out that our insurance coverage is a national disgrace"...C. Everett Koop, on the U.S. health care system.

Quote of the Week
This election has brought up, or better I should say, dredged up topics that have been languishing unpublican camp is “family values.”
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Not voting only helps prolong the Reagan-Bush era

Katy's Comments
by Katy McClure

On November 3, 1992, we must challenge the precedent that has been set in this country and vote! Typically, students in the ages of 18 to 24 are the most apathetic group of voters among all groups. This is ridiculous and irresponsible! If we don't vote, we are letting other people choose the leaders who are creating our future. The Reagan and Bush Administrations have certainly done serious damage to our futures already, but if we register and vote Democratic in 1992, we still have a chance to turn the country around.

We are in an economic recession that is 26 months old. The division between the poor and the rich is ever-widening at the middle class all but disappears. Bush nominated Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Court, a man whose positions on women's rights is more than questionable. He continues to pack the federal court system with conservative, controversial justices. Just last week Bush nominated Edward E. Caram, Assistant Attorney General in Alabama, to seat on the United States Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit. Carter has won the admiration of the Bush Administration due to his skill and good record on prosecuting death penalty cases, especially when there is evidence that black people have been unquestionably excluded from the jury.

George Bush actually used to argue for a woman's right to choose until he became Ronald Reagan's running mate in 1980. Now he not only courts extreme right-wing thinking, but he follows it. Bush approved a Republican platform that would outlaw all abortions, even those that are the result of rape or incest and this is the view of the most extreme right-to-lifers in this country.

By the way, sister feminists, the Republican Party brought out some of its "finest" for the Republican Convention in August. One in particular, Pat Robertson, says feminism "encourages women to leave their husbands, kill their children, practice witchcraft, destroy capitalism and become lesbians." I must have been attending that superb series "Communist Leaders: Marx to Castro" on the day we discussed feminism in Women's Worlds.

Last week, George Bush promised constituents in New Jersey that he would never allow the Democratic Congress to force him to sign another tax increase "ever, ever!" Bush has nothing to lose by lying to the American public to get re-elected. And after all, he lied once before, so what's to stop him from doing it again?

Bush has nothing to lose by lying to the American public to get re-elected. And after all, he lied once before, so what's to stop him from doing it again?

I really don't care if you agree with me or not

What gives us the right to think that each of us are correct in our thought, our lifestyles, to judge other people's value systems. Constantly, people think that they know best, that they know the systems. People think that they know the essence to be honest with themselves. Yes! It exists. Go ahead and follow along, nose to ass with the evidence that black people have been questionably excluded from the jury.

On November 3, 1992, we must see to believe them. Remember, Hitler thrived on mass ignorance. There once lived this great poet named Thoreau who really lived life. He went into the woods and lived solitarily there for a year so that he could connect with himself. He lived a great life. He wrote, "I went to the woods so that I may live deliberately...so that I may live and suck the marrow of life...and not when I come to die find that I had not lived." Make your life count.
A Shayna Maidel Opens

by CW Springfield

A small Polish village circa 1876 is the opening scenario for a young woman giving birth to a child in A Shayna Maidel. This particular scene has no real significance until you’re well into the play, and all the puzzling and maneuvering starts to take place. The scenery quickly changes to a small Manhattan apartment for a child in A Shayna Maidel. This performance features Gershwin’s works, created by idealists. It is no accident that Mordechai did not send for his wife when he had the chance to.

Lusia, a survivor of the German concentration camp in Auschwitz, finally comes to America and slowly adapts to a new life but is still affected by the horrors of a former life in hell. She has faith that her husband, David, has also survived the concentration camps and patiently waits every day for a letter. There is something that everyone can learn from in this play, whether it be an enjoyable dramatic experience or educational. And although it does have some minor loopholes, it is definitely an achievement of a young writer. Bring a tissue...it’s a tear-jerker.

Chamber Music Society Kicks Off 92/93 Season

The New Jersey Chamber Music Society hosts an array of performances in Montclair this October with “The Beast of New York,” which will feature works by George Gershwin and Ned Eraz Laderman. The concert series will highlight the music of various cities.

October’s concert features Gershwin’s “An Lullaby” and Lowell Leiberman’s “Prophecy.” This concert will feature the talents of Artistic Directors Joey D’Silva and Ethan Sigel.

February contains a duo of excitement. The first show will include the “Two” Quintet of Franz Schubert. The second concert will showcase the Spokyn String Quartet and will feature works of Prokofiev, Shostakovich, Schnitzel, Mozart, Haydn and Dvorak.

April highlights London and displays the styles of Purcell and Handel while featuring Sir William Walton’s “Facade: An Entertainment, with poems by Edith Sitwell.” Subscriptions to the entire concert series are $83 while single tickets are $15-$20, with student tickets available for $6.

The Movement breaks new ground with its ragga-funk techno influenced selections. From the opening techno rave anthem “Jump” to “B.I.N.G.O.”, this version totally kicks ass ass as rapper Haze tears up the microphone with lines such as: "Ya all sumpin’ motherfuckers..."

Class One Cafe Promotes Creative Expression

by Chris Miguel

In the tradition of the beatnik coffeehouses of the 1950’s, Class One Concerts put on the “Class One Cafe Open Mike Night” Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Center. The event offered a mixture of poetry and music, both original and well-known works, performed by MSC students, alumni, and local artists.

The event featured poetry readings of both a deep and comical nature, starting with “The Tree of Life,” a short poem written and performed by Heather Bushby. Following this was a performance piece by Rick Johnson called “Silent Poetry” wherein he stood at the podium with a microphone in hand, reading poems to an audience from the audience’s own selections. Other memorable pieces included Baer’s “Crab Lick,” and freshman Robert Siek’s “Perverse.”

Class One Cafe also featured a plethora of musical acts, mostly guitarists and singers. Freshman David Burke gave renditions of the Eagles’ “Desperado” with Mike Martino on piano, and Bed Company’s “Feel Like Makin’ Love,” accompanied by Judy Aron on drums. John Oasted performed an acoustic version of the David Bowie classic “Heroes.” Gerry Perlinski, who has appeared in previous Open Mike Nights, played some original guitar instrumentals, as did performer Jim Somma.

Three “family acts” also appeared that night. Brother Vincent P. and Peter Rossi, and cousin Brian Stella, collaborated for a set filled with guitars and vocal harmony. Afterwards, Vincent, accompanied by “human beat box” Steve Davidson, performed a couple of self-written rap songs, including “Cabbage” and “No More,” a melancholy song about a jilted lover and his unrequited emotions. (NOT) Another “family” group, the Raffenstein, featured Jim Aquavia on acoustic bass and Frank Patrouch playing rhythm guitar.

The third “family act,” famous for their shows at Charlie Brown’s in Montclair, surprisingly played solo that night. Stu and Mc, the McEarly Brothers, performed their brand of folk guitar separately, under their real aliases, respectively Gordon Rezzonico and Jeremy Wallace.

Response from the audience was favorable for all of the acts. Many Schiroff, a sophomore, said “It’s good to hear new talent. Who knows? Some of these people might make it big. Kim Ford, a junior, said that there were “...great people up there...” I didn’t think this quality of talent could be found at MSC.” Paris Parkaveva added “I liked the whole one.”

However, some of the audience members were not pleased with the event’s locale, like Rosemary Olivera, president of the International Student Organization, who said, “It’s good, but the environment lacks ambiance. The Rat was much better, but I understand.” Others, like senior Peter Quilla, thought the prevalence of the folk music genre that night was “too much of one thing,” though he admitted that “it takes a lot of balls to go up there and perform.”

In all all, the Class One Cafe was “highly successful,” said CIC Vice President Karen Levy. She also added, “Everyone did a very good job, and I’m sure the Spin Doctors show will do even better.”
Thursday's Beer Mug Nite! Bring Your own Mug for $1.00 Fill-ups

FALL CELEBRATION!

Pool Tables

Sunday's Munchies
1/2 price til Midnight

Fridays:
Ladies Nite
(All ladies admitted free til Midnite)
Free t-shirts before 11 pm
(Limited supply)

Proper I.D. Required

STUDIO THEATRE SERIES

Department of Broadcasting, Dance, Speech Communication & Theatre

- presents -

Barbara Lebow's
A SHAYNA MAIDEL
September 15, 16, 17, 18, & 19 at 8 pm
September 20 at 2pm
STUDIO THEATRE
Call 893-5112 for information

GUARANTEED FLIGHT SCHOOL
FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES

Marines

TO BE A MARINE CORPS OFFICER
CALL CAPT KEITH BANNACH
1-800-OCS-USMC

THE MONTCLAIR STATE

AMERICAN
INDIAN
DANCE
THEATRE

Sunday, September 27 3:00 pm
Memorial Auditorium

SPECIAL FOR MSC STUDENTS "S P O R T S "
BUY ONE TICKET AT THE REGULAR STUDENT PRICE AND RECEIVE A SECOND FREE!

THE MONTCLAIR STATE

THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE MARINES

SPECIAL DRAWING!!
WIN A $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO THE COLLEGE STORE!
All students present at the performance are eligible to win – tell the Box Office for details!

Students 810 Faculty/Staff 817
FOR TICKETS CALL: 893-5112
or stop by the Box Office at Memorial Auditorium

THE MONTCLAIR STATE
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1992
by Mike Cappadona

As Batman returns to the batcave (probably not for long), Geena Davis and Madonna lay down their gloves and Whoopi nests her vocal chords, a mediocre summer movie season starts to cool down while the fall season shows signs of heating up. Scores of films are scheduled to be released between now and Christmas. But which of these flicks will be worth spending $7 a ticket for? Here are my predictions of what this season’s hits will be. Release dates are subject to change.

1. "Mr. Saturday Night"- Billy Crystal co-wrote, directed and stars as a stand-up comic through-out his 50 year career. With Crystal’s popularity and humor, this film would have a chance to be this season’s champ. Opens September 25.

2. "Home Alone 2: Lost In New York"- This time around, Macaulay Culkin gets lost in the Big Apple. And who conveniently joins him? None other than Joe Pesci and Daniel Stern, reprising their roles as a pair of bumbling thugs. It should beat the other flick with a chance at being a season champ. Opens in November.

3. "Bram Stoker’s Dracula"- Directed by Francis Coppola, this Dracula looks like it may take a bite out of Greed’s area. The strong cast includes Gary Oldman, Winona Rider and Anthony Hopkins. Opens in November.

4. "Passenger 57"- Could Wesley Snipes be the next Bruce Willis? Snipes plays an airline security agent who takes on a terrorist holding a plane full of hostages. Opens in November.

5. "Malcolm X"- Spike Lee’s long awaited tribute, which he "urges blacks to skip work or school on opening day." With Denzel Washington as the X man, the film shows signs of living up to its expectations. Opens November 20.

6. "Singles"- Bridget Fonda, Matt Dillon and Campbell Scott are among the co-stars in this film about six twenty-something residents of a Seattle apartment falling in and out of love. Opens September 18.

7. "Bodyguard"- Whitney Houston stars as a singer who is receiving threats and Kevin Costner plays the former secret service agent hired to protect her. Opens in December.

(Movie titles and release dates compiled from The Sunday Record.)

Money begets glut. Okay, so I might have messed up. Money begets more money, money begets evil, money begets drugs, whatever. In this case, money begets glut. Take the fall season, for example.

What do we have to look forward to this fall on the boob tube? If you can pout, bitch and moan about any little thing, and live on your own, you can probably support your own TV show. In the beginning (insert God-like thunder here), there was Beverly Hills, 90210. That was a hit with the bubble-gum teenybopper crowd, then it grew into a soap opera that everyone, adults, college students, teens, and your little sister watched. After we awm(e)ed GAWD’s over Luke Perry’s sideburns, the powers that be at Fox said, “Let there be a twenty-something show” (More God-like thunder,) and Melrose Place dawned. Fox said it was good, saw it was good, and it was good.

Then the evil ones, they being the Big Three (ABC, NBC, CBS) decided to get into the fray with their own shows. Freshman Dorm is just one of many new shows that will skirt the airways in the fall. The Heights on Fox is another new show that is loaded with angst, woe, and “It’ll all be all right, because we have our music...and each other.” Please excuse me whilst I yack profusely.

Reality shows are another fall growth area. It’s one thing to grow as in develop, but it’s entirely another thing to grow like cancer. More cop, rescue, first aid, and secret service shows are coming on, and I will bet that more than half will die a merciless death. They are on for two reasons: 1- people watch them, more than half will die a merciless death. They are on for two reasons: 1- people watch them and 2- they are outrageously cheap to make. However, from what I have seen of the new reality shows, cheap does not necessarily mean low-cost.

These shows are thrown together and thrown to the TV set. With the pout/angst crowd, expect the new “real life” shows to be killed, only to be replaced by new ones, unfortunately.

One shining star I had the pleasure to watch is CBS’ Covington Cross, which will probably be cancelled by Winter Break. Not because it’s a bad show, mind you. Quite the contrary it’s well-written and well-acted, has excellent scenery, and an excellent cast. Meaning: it’s too good to be on the air. Let’s cancel it like all the other good shows (China Beach, Alien Nation on Fox, etc.) and put in some more reality shows and 90210 wannabes.

Welcome to the fall season.

Art Writer Quiz:

This is a...

a) Sploot
b) Port-O-Let
c) An early-American piece of pottery
d) An Ashtray
If you answered d), The Montclarion may have a spot for you.

Any other answer qualifies you for our magazine.
To the womens of Lambda Theta Phi, Welcome back to school!-Love Alwaaz,with unity, love, and respect, the sisters of Lambda Theta Alpha!

Janet, Wake up - You're not a goddess!!

Jo, You Mxxx Fixing, big teeth having, Spanish speaking, squeaky voice having, sneak in the grass calling Birthday girl, you! Happy Birthday!

-Love, Tracey

Janice, STFU!

-Love, your roomie (from Sigma)

Laura (Theta), SMUT!!

-Love, Your Roomie

Monday Night Football at Fatto's-Free Wings-Dollar Drafts!! No cover!!

Europe '93 - Here we come!!

-Tracey, Nancy, Stephanie (the jacuzziellas three)

RUSH SIGMA DELTA PHI - THE OLDEST AND THE BEST!!

Michele (D-XI-D #5), We have to find new people to give our skunky beer to! Any candidates?

-Love & Sisterhood: D-XI-D #2

Dougie Finch, I love you, you're the best.

-Love, Andrea

To my secret sister #7(D-XI-D)

Good luck guessing!!

-Love A-D-Xi-D sister!

Who slept with whom? Please...don't flatten your face!

Peraza, Happy Birthday!!

-Sigma

Joan, Smile! Will ya!

-Love, Your alter-identity

JoAnn and Nancy from Sigma, Happy Birthday!

To my sisters in 305A, you're the best roomates!!

-Love and Sisterhood, Elyssa (D-XI-D)

To Cabin 52, Thanks for the Memories! You guys are awesome!

-TA

Nancy G., We're getting OLD!!

-Lav, HOJO

Laura, Have you seen anybody like a truck driver lately?

-Nicole

A woman needs a man like a fish needs a bicycle!

D-XI-D FS #1 & #6, Who needs men when you have your sisters?

-Love all of us

M.P.C., Thanks for the late night/easy morning talks. We still have to finish our Gin Rummy game. Watch out I'll probably win...Ha Ha!

I.L.T., 5 months?!! Whew...The best have yet to come!

-Love, C.M.Z.

To the sisters of 305A, This will be a sleepless semester. Let's keep it up! I love all of you!

-Love and Sisterhood, 4-Eva, FS #2

Find out about graduate school is as easy as being in the right place at the right time.

New York City
Ommi Park Central
7th Avenue at 56th Street

Meet representatives from graduate schools at the GRE/CGS FORUM

Don't wait for inspiration to strike. Come to the GRE/CGS Forum on Graduate Education, Ask representatives what their schools have to offer. Discuss different programs of study and obtain school catalogs and application forms.

While there, you can even attend special workshops on various programs of study, financing your education and preparing for the GRE tests. All for just a $3 admission fee.

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

SATURDAY OCTOBER 3
9:00-10:00 PSYCHOLOGY
Admissions and Financial Aid
Is it as Early as your Junior Year in High School, or during your Undergraduate or Graduate Study, AID can be Used at Any Accredited College or Trade School.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS

10:00-11:00 PSYCHOLOGY
Admissions and Financial Aid
Is it as Early as your Junior Year in High School, or during your Undergraduate or Graduate Study, AID can be Used at Any Accredited College or Trade School.

OPPORTUNITIES are READY and WAITING FOR YOU. REGARDLESS of YOUR PARENTS INCOME, YOUR FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCE, OR YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE! FOR EXAMPLE, THERE'S MONEY AVAILABLE FOR CHILDREN OF DIVORCE, VETERANS, OR UNION MEMBERS

Please Send Me a Copy of the Scholarship Directory Enclosed is $25.00

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY: STATE: ZIP:
MAIL ORDER FORM TO:
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICES
P.O. BOX 3006
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02130

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICES
P.O. BOX 3006
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02130

MILLIONS of DOLLARS in SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS and SPECIAL STUDENT AID FUNDS Go UNUSED EVERY YEAR BECAUSE STUDENTS SIMPLY DON'T KNOW WHERE TO APPLY OR HOW TO GET THEIR SHARE.

THE SECRET in LOCATING MONEY for COLLEGE, LIES in YOUR STRATEGY. YOU NEED STEP-BY-STEP INFORMATION on WHAT AID IS AVAILABLE and HOW YOU CAN GET IT. THE TIME to START is NOW! YOU CAN APPLY AS EARLY AS your JUNIOR YEAR in HIGH SCHOOL, OR DURING your UNDERGRADUATE or GRADUATE study, AID CAN be USED AT ANY ACCREDITED COLLEGE or TRADE SCHOOL.

THIS DIRECTORY will PROVIDE INFORMATION for STUDENTS or INDIVIDUALS WISHING or ATTENDING HIGH SCHOOLS, BUSINESS SCHOOLS, TECHNICAL SCHOOLS, GRADUATE SCHOOLS, LAW SCHOOLS, MEDICAL SCHOOLS, VOCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS, RESEARCH PROGRAMS, and LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS.

OPPORTUNITIES are READY and WAITING FOR YOU. REGARDLESS of YOUR PARENTS INCOME, YOUR FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCE, or YOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE! FOR EXAMPLE, THERE'S MONEY AVAILABLE for CHILDREN of DIVORCE, VETERANS, or UNION MEMBERS

Please Send Me a COPY of the Scholarship DIRECTORY Enclosed is $25.00
Classified Advertising

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25-30 WORDS), ALONG WITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE MONTCLAIR TO: THE MONTCLAIR 113 STUDENT CENTER ANXENY, MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043, ATTN. CLASSIFIEDS.

HELP WANTED

Part-Time Telemarketing. Looking for aggressive people to work either 9 am to 1 pm or 4 to 8 pm. Flexible days. Average $8-$12 per hour. Call 227-8802.

TRAVEL FREE! SELL QUALITY VACATIONS FOR THE MOSTRESPECTABLESPRING BREAK COMPANY/JAMAICA, CANCEU, BAHAMAS, MARGARITA ISLAND, FLORIDA. BEST COMMISSION SERVICE.

SPRING BREAK '93—SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO & CASH!!! Call 1-800-862-7325.

CHILD CARE

Child Care—seeking after school care giver P/T, 4 days/wk. Approx. 4-6 pm with some flexibility. In Montclair. Non-smoker. Car needed. Experience, references required. Call 201-783-4655.

Mother’s helper needed 4-7 P.M., Mon.-Fri. for smart, well-behaved 10 year old boy. Must drive, own car preferable. Light housekeeping. Leave message on tape, 744-8276.

BABYSITTER—WANTED—TWO-THREE HOURS/DAY (2 IN THE AFTERNOON; POSSIBLY 1 IN THE MORNING). HOUSE NEAR MOUNTAIN & BLOOMFIELD AVENUE IN MONTCLAIR. REFERENCES. CALL EVENINGS. 746-1748.

Excellent opportunity for student who enjoys children to care for 4 year old in our Upper Montclair home close to the college. Mondays and Wednesdays 2:30-6. Tuesdays 3:30-8:30 and Fridays 1:30-5:30. Will consider sharing this job between two students if you can only do some of these hours. References required. Call 783-5008.

ROOMMATES


Excellent opportunity for student who enjoys children to care for 4 year old in our Upper Montclair home close to the college. Mondays and Wednesdays 2:30-6. Tuesdays 3:30-8:30 and Fridays 1:30-5:30. Will consider sharing this job between two students if you can only do some of these hours. References required. Call 783-5008.

Exhibit a plus

Merchandise

Cheap! FBI/J.I.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES.............$200
86 VW...........................$50
87 MERCEDES.............$100
65 MUSTANG...............$50
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright #NJIKJC

Entertainment

Classical Line
Personal Classic Guitar Instruction tailored to your time and interests.
265-3544

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING SERVICES

TYPING/WORDPROCESSING FOR PAPERS, REPORTS AND PROJECTS. DESIGN FOR FLYERS, CHARTS AND GRAPHS. REASONABLE RATES. LOCAL PICK-UP AND DELIVERY. CALL ANNETH FROM A&P ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES.
(202) 779-6796

The time to register to vote is now!

Part-Time/Weekly

$11.25 / Hour

- No Experience Necessary
- All Majors
- Flexible Hours

Upper Montclair, NJ
Location

Please Call:
National Services Inc.
(201) 305-5950

ROOMATES WANTED:
Looking for aggressive people to work either 9 am to 1 pm or 4 to 8 pm. Flexible days. Average $8-$12 per hour. Call 227-8802.

Part-Time/Weekly

$11.25 / Hour

- No Experience Necessary
- All Majors
- Flexible Hours

Upper Montclair, NJ
Location

Please Call:
National Services Inc.
(201) 305-5950

ROOMATES WANTED:
Looking for aggressive people to work either 9 am to 1 pm or 4 to 8 pm. Flexible days. Average $8-$12 per hour. Call 227-8802.
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Hey, could you check the small print on that dog food can?

If you want me to play dead, you'll have to see my agent.

She wants to know if we can put a little butterfly on her upper.

Whoa, look at your life line, you're going to live 3 days and have 400 hops.

Bagg names for weathermen.

OUTLAND

In a world of increasing moral chaos...

There's something deeply compelling in a morally pure act...

Like licking an ice cream cone.

Why do something?

Even matters more the closer it is to the dairy cow...

Experts have agreed that our passion for ice cream is a cleared need to return to the womb...

I'll stay, say attempt to return to our mother's milk.

Good neighbors!

What kind did you choose?

Passing mysterious...

Forget you became your mother to be a woman...

See prides! I don't let him step near search out that eldridge, namely pure act!
Calvin and Hobbes
by Bill Watterson

Calvin and Hobbes
by Bill Watterson
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ANSWERS TO LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE
Field Hockey starts season with 5-1 loss to C.W. Post

by Mark Alan Belnay

Murphy's Law states that everything that can go wrong will go wrong. For the MSC field hockey team this has taken on just a bit too much real meaning at the start of the season. Coach Barbara Brown is faced with the dilemma of having to field only nine players at a time, according to the amount of time left on the clock. However, due to injuries, a variety of mishaps and bad luck, they have been in this season.

This past week the team opened at C.W. Post with a 5-1 defeat that was actually much closer than the score indicates. Freshman goalie Lori Ostrowski was brilliant in goal, stopping 30 of 35 shots. Overall, the Red Hawks held the fully manned C.W. Post team scoreless for 43 of the game’s 70 minutes. Two of the goals were highly questionable and did not help MSC that there was only one referee calling the game. MSC scored its lone goal with less than one second remaining in the game. According to Brown, scoring a goal was, "like winning an Olympic gold" because of the situation the team has been in this season.

The 10th-year head coach predicted that his young and talented team will be on the right track this season in Ithaca. "This might sound like a bold statement, but if we continue to improve this week we'll do very well up at Ithaca. In fact, if we play like we did last Saturday we're going to beat them," he said. The prediction could be a tall one for the Red Hawks to fulfill, but Giancola has his reasons. "Motivation can always be used when you play a team ranked number-one. We improved tremendously as a team from the week before and we need to step it up another notch," he said.

Giancola will look to add another victory to his impressive 71-24-2 career record on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

MSC Head football coach Rick Giancola has a great deal of confidence in his football team. He decided to let the media in on an idea that confidence on Tuesday, September 15 at the Metropolitan Collegiate Football Writers’ Luncheon at Giants Stadium.

Murphy's Law states that everything that can go wrong, will go wrong. For the MSC field hockey team this has taken on just a bit too much real meaning at the start of the season. Coach Barbara Brown is faced with the dilemma of having to field only nine players at a time, according to the amount of time left on the clock. However, due to injuries, a variety of mishaps and bad luck, they have been in this season.

This past week the team opened at C.W. Post with a 5-1 defeat that was actually much closer than the score indicates. Freshman goalie Lori Ostrowski was brilliant in goal, stopping 30 of 35 shots. Overall, the Red Hawks held the fully manned C.W. Post team scoreless for 43 of the game’s 70 minutes. Two of the goals were highly questionable and did not help MSC that there was only one referee calling the game. MSC scored its lone goal with less than one second remaining in the game. According to Brown, scoring a goal was, "like winning an Olympic gold" because of the situation the team has been in this season.

The 10th-year head coach predicted that his young and talented Red Hawks will defeat Ithaca College this Saturday in Ithaca. "This might sound like a bold statement, but if we continue to improve this week we'll do very well up at Ithaca. In fact, if we play like we did last Saturday we're going to beat them," he said. The prediction could be a tall one for the Red Hawks to fulfill, but Giancola has his reasons. "Motivation can always be used when you play a team ranked number-one. We improved tremendously as a team from the week before and we need to step it up another notch," he said.

Giancola will look to add another victory to his impressive 71-24-2 career record on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Is your roommate's girlfriend spending more time in your room than you do?
Are you afraid that you might fail chemistry?
Do you have enough time for your friends?
Do you wish your lab partner would ask you out?
Do you think that your boyfriend is cheating on you?
Do you feel tied down by your group of friends?
Is your roommate a slob?
Is it hard for you to feel connected on campus?
Are you lonely?
Does AIDS terrify you?
Do you wish you could get along better with your parents?
Are you worried that your friend drinks too much?
Is your girlfriend talking marriage and you still want to fool around?
How can you maintain a long-distance relationship?
Are you totally stressed out?
How do you tell someone you want to be more than friends?

ELLEN ROSENBERG
Talks about what most people on campus keep hidden.

Thursday, Sept. 24
Bohn Hall Lounge
7 p.m.
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Despite some fine play against Cortland State on Saturday, MSC could not deliver the knockout punch needed to defeat the Division III heavyweights.

Instead, before an opening-game crowd of 2,919 at Sprague Field, the Red Hawks were delivering a body blow, losing 23-17. The pivotal play came with Cortland trailing 17-7 with 9:22 to play. Brian Wild scrambled out of the pocket and found receiver Kevin Hartman over the middle for a 56-yard, first-down play. Walker, who also scored on a two-yard pass from quarterback Steve Banas for MSC's first score, finished with 148 yards in 31 carries.

The senior tailback, in his pursuit to become MSC's all-time leading rusher, needs just 123 yards to surpass Larry Horn's record of 2,942 (see box below).

One of the main reasons MSC couldn't get the job done was because of penalties. The Red Hawks were tagged with 13 penalties for 104 yards, including a costly holding penalty in the third that negated a 48-yard TD pass from Banas to receiver Tyrone Rolls.

Another factor contributing to the loss was Cortland's big-play defense, which was led by senior linebacker Jason McCand's three sacks, including two in the fourth quarter, for a total loss of 25 yards. Banas finished with just 10 completions in 22 attempts for 131 yards and a TD, as he was often forced out of the pocket and made to scramble. Head coach Rick Giancola backed Banas' performance. He said, "Steve played a good game and handled the pressure well."

Defensively for MSC, linebacker Duane Grade led the way with 14 tackles. For his efforts, Grade earned a body blow, losing 23-17.

Chris Banas finished with just 10 completions in 30 attempts for 177 yards and one TD, as he was often forced out of the pocket and made to scramble. Head coach Rick Giancola backed Banas' performance. He said, "Steve played a good game and handled the pressure well."

Defensively for MSC, linebacker Duane Grade led the way with 14 tackles. For his efforts, Grade earned the All-American honor.

MSC's Hand helps steal Steven's Tech a loss in women's tennis

by Karen Plumstead

The MSC women's tennis team's season is in full swing. The Red Hawks dropped their first two contests, the first being a loss to Rutgers-Newark 8-1 on September 4. The second loss came at Trenton State 9-0 on September 12.

The Red Hawks picked up their first victory of the season on September 9, defeating Stevens Tech 6-3. The Red Hawks staged an impressive comeback to win this one. Head coach Brian McLaughlin stated, "The Stevens game was a real confidence builder." The match allowed inexperienced players to gain valuable court time. The real highlight of the game was sophomore Lisa Hand. She won in straight sets against Lisa Babcock, who had defeated Hand in the '91 season.

McLaughlin feels that with his two tough games behind him, the MSC women can really start winning matches.

Upcoming matches include a road contest against Monmouth College on September 18 at 3:00 p.m. On September 22, the Red Hawks will host Rider College at 3:00 p.m.